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Abstract — The ever-increasing demand for power and limitations on upgrade have led to increased operating voltages and 
consequently, larger and number of Substations. Substation Automation systems (SAS) are responsible for the protection, 
monitoring and control of electric equipment within an electric substation. The big evolution for SAS came with introduction of 
IEC 61850 standard for power utilities that provides integrated and interoperable data communications within and around 
Substation. In order to realize the benefits of the standard, the SAS design engineering needs to be thoughtful of practical 
challenges such as implementation of communication network. The success of SAS depends largely on efficient and reliable 
communication architecture design. In this paper, we present an analysis of the performance of communication infrastructure 
using the experimental set up of typical substation architecture. This set up is then used to examine sample substation architectures 
to determine if they meet the communication performance requirements.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
All Electric power flows from generation plant to 

consumer through several transmission and distribution 
systems where it is transformed in many voltage levels 
through several steps. Electric or power substations are 
important part of transmission and distribution systems as 
they step up or down the power level as required using 
transformers. Substations typically include ‘primary devices’ 
such as current transformers (CT), potential transformers 
(PT), electrical cables, lines, busbars, reactors, capacitor 
banks, circuit breakers etc. which are typically arranged in 
switchyard and/or bays. The primary devices are operated in 
an automated way via SAS. SAS uses microprocessor based, 
programmable ‘secondary devices’ called Intelligent 
Electronic Devices (IEDs) to monitor, protect and control the 
primary devices of substation. 

The IEC 61850 family of standards, released by the 
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC, defines the 
network protocol for communication between devices inside 
an electric substation and the interface the substation 
presents to outside world in the wide area network. IEC 
61850 uses Ethernet for the physical and data link layers as 
opposed to dedicated point-to-point connections between 
devices used by legacy substations [1] [2]. 

Substation primary devices are critical infrastructure for 
appropriate operation of transmission or distribution systems 
and hence of entire power grid. Therefore the SAS should be 

extremely reliable and proven to meet the performance 
requirements before going into service. 

The success of SAS depends upon the effective design of 
communication systems to link monitoring, protection and 
control functional elements within substation. The 
performance of communication architecture mainly depends 
on the end to end latency of time critical messages within 
substation along with other parameters such as bandwidth 
utilization. 

IEC 61850 requires the messages to be arriving in time 
for processing and action to be taken by controller within 
specified duration. Therefore, when designing an IEC 61850 
based substation it is important to make sure that the 
underlying Ethernet network is capable of transferring those 
messages within the required period of time. This 
requirement may be difficult to satisfy since the transmission 
time needs to be estimated between various devices under 
various traffic loads. Timing and performance analysis of an 
IEC 61850 electric substation network can be conducted 
using network simulation. However, in order to effectively 
simulate an IEC 61850 based substation, it is necessary for a 
simulation tool to have a fully featured simulation library.  

 
A. Prior Work 

 
The use of simulators is quite popular in the world of IEC 

61850 and substation automation systems. Few tools, setups 
have already been developed previously. Some of the 
examples of previous work have been listed below. 
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A1. Open Source OMNeT++ based Simulator: 
 

 Reference [3] presents simulation and modeling of a 
typical power system substation communication 
infrastructure. The open source OMNeT++ discrete event 
simulator has been used to simulate the proposed substation 
architecture. The communication performance was analyzed 
using delay measurements.  

 
A2. Simulator developed by Brazilian Utility: 

 
Reference [4] presents the main characteristics and 

functionality of an IEC 61850 network simulator which is 
developed by a utility company of Brazil. The objective of 
simulator is to test protection algorithms and to train 
engineers to understand IEC61850 concepts. 

 
A3. Other Initiatives: 

 
The list of early initiatives is as follows: 
 

A3a. J-sim based Simulator: 
A simulator of the IEC 61850 standard based on J-Sim 

was implemented. The main goal of the study was to inspect 
possible security vulnerabilities in the protocol [5]. 

 
A3b. A special purpose software based Simulator: 

A special propose software was built and network 
components and behavior were implemented together with 
IEC 61850 nodes. The author configured a network and 
analyzed the exchange of messages between nodes [6]. 

 
A3c. Client-Server based Simulator: 

Clients and servers were implemented in general propose 
computers and used as IED to emulate the exchange of 
information using the network that interconnects these 
computers [7].  

However most of the tools and methods proposed in 
literature are based on simulating the substation components 
and their behavior. The results from simulated systems have 
to be analyzed judiciously as the accuracy of the results 
depends on degree of matching between the modeled 
components and their actual behavior in practice. To 
overcome this issue and to improve the accuracy of the 
results and hence more accurate prediction of system 
performance, the paper presents the IEC 61850 based digital 
substation setup that includes real components along with 
simulated ones.  

 
B. Outline 

 
The paper is structured as follows: Section II describes 

the brief history and typical architecture of modern 
Substation Automation System. Section III presents the 
relevant background on IEC 61850.  Section IV describes the 
set-up including real and simulated components of substation 
architecture to study the communication performance of 
SAS. Section IV also highlights extended use cases for 

experimental setup. Finally, the paper is concluded in 
Section V. 

 
 

II. SUBSTATION AUTOMATION SYSTEMS 
 
SAS has longer evolution journey. The evolution of SAS 

has been captured below: 
 

A. Hardwired SAS (around 1965) 
 
The switchyard to bay level and bay level to station level, 

the communication was through copper wires. The use of 
copper wires lead to unreliable, expensive and highly 
maintainable communication mean of operation. Each device 
would have only one monitoring or protection/control 
function implemented. 

 
B. Legacy SAS (around 1995) 

 
The legacy SA came up with proprietary station bus. The 

digital communication links instead of hardwired copper 
links were implemented for communication amongst bay 
IEDs and between bay level and station level devices. 
However the communication was subjected to proprietary 
protocols. 

 
C. IEC 61850 SAS with station bus (around 2005) 

 
The IEC 61850 family of substation communication 

systems standards were released in the early 2000s. These 
standards promoted Ethernet based bay level (between bay 
and station level) and process-level (between switchyards 
and control rooms) connections using common protocols. 
The IEC 61850 based SAS started implementing station bus 
according to IEC 61850 standard.  

 
D. IEC 61850 SAS with station and process bus (around 
2015) 

 
The IEC 61850 based SAS implements process and 

station bus according to IEC 61850 standard. 
The basic functions of SAS can be categorized as 

monitoring, control and protection. The examples of each 
category are listed in Fig. 1. Most SAS have these functions 
however the functions can vary depending upon the projects 
[8] [9]. Today’s substation automation solutions are a cost-
effective means of replacing conventional technology in 
basic functions like control, protection and monitoring. 
These solutions, including substation communication and 
information functions, are increasingly becoming a standard 
application in electricity networks.  
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Figure 1.  Basic Functions of SAS 

Typical modern SAS has hierarchical structure with 
levels known as – station, bay and process levels as shown in 
Fig. 2. The process level is separated from bay level by a 
process interface called process bus The station level of SAS 
includes Operator Work Station with Human Machine 
Interface and a gateway to Network Control Center. Network 
Control Center hosts central Energy Management System 
(EMS) and/or Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 
(SCADA) systems to regulate power generation and 
distribution to consumers.  

 
Figure 2.  Modern Substation Automation system 

Depending upon the functionality, the IEDs can be 
assigned to station, bay or process level. The process level 
IEDs include sensors for CTs and PTs, intelligent actuators 
for controlling switchgears like circuit breakers, 
disconnectors etc. Process IEDs are connected to bay IEDs 
via process bus. Process bus is typically an optical link, 
replacing the hardwired process interface that conventionally 
links the primary equipment from switchyard to bay level.  

 

Switchyard also includes Merging Unit (MU) that 
combines current and voltage signals from CTs and PTs 
(also known as PV - Process Values)  and multicasts 
combined digital current/voltage stream on process bus for 
IEDs to process using IEC 61850 9-2 Sampled Value (SV) 
protocol. 

The examples of bay level IEDs are controller for circuit 
breaker, transformer, and capacitor bank switches. Typical 
IEDs receive voltage and current signals from sensors or 
power equipment and generate command signals such as 
tripping a circuit breaker in case of current/voltage/frequency 
anomalies or breach of particular operating level. The bay 
level IEDs are connected to each other and station level IEDs 
via an optical inter-bay or station bus. This communication, 
for non-time-critical messages is handled via protocol called 
Manufacturing Message Specification (MMS) and for time-
critical messages via IEC 61850 8-1 protocol called Generic 
Object Oriented Substation Events (GOOSE). 

 
 

III. IEC 61850 STANDARD 
 

A. Introduction 
 

IEC 61850 is a standard for communication network and 
systems in substation which advocates interoperability 
among IEDs from various manufacturers and integrated SAS 
functions for data communications using common 
engineering models, data formats and communication 
protocols.  

IEC 61850 defines an abstract object model for 
substations and methods to access these objects on a 
network. The abstract object model represents the SAS 
functionality in terms of logical nodes (LN) within the 
logical devices that are allocated to the IEDs as the physical 
devices. The actual communication between IEDs is handled 
via common IEC 61850 protocols such as SV, MMS and 
GOOSE.  

Interoperability allows IEDs from different vendors may 
be combined into one SAS. Typically, IEDs are initially 
configured during an engineering phase. Hence the 
engineering and SA configuration tools used by different 
vendors need to be able to exchange information about the 
IEDs. To achieve this IEC 61850 standard provides 
comprehensive XML based Substation Configuration 
Description Language (SCL) to specify the complete SA 
system including primary devices, IEDs, and communication 
links.  

The IED Capability Description (ICD) file in the SCL 
language specifies the application functions of physical 
device such as protection function. A Substation 
Configuration Description (SCD) file in the SCL language 
describes the primary objects, the functions implemented in 
each IED in terms of LNs and the communication links of 
substation. Therefor the SCD file includes a switchyard 
naming and topology description, an IED configuration 
description, the relation between switchyard elements and 
IED functions and a description of communication network. 
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B. Case study to highlight powerful concepts of IEC 61850  
 
The following case study illustrates the concept of IEC 

61850 based interoperable and integrated data 
communication in detail [10].  

 
Figure 3.  Two interoperable IEDs - Bay Control, Backup Protection. 

  

Fig. 3 shows two separate IEDs for bay control and 
backup protection from different suppliers. Both IEDs 
include LNs for application functions PTOC (Over Tim 
Protection), CSWI (Switch Control) and switchgear objects 
XCBR (Circuit Breaker) and TCTR (Current Transformer). 
Both the IEDs co-exist in a single bay of substation.  

Now, if we want to exploit the benefits of IEC 61850 
standard further, the two independent functions can be 
implemented in single IED as shown in Fig. 4. The 
integrated IED includes integration of both application 
functions and shows no impact on the data model and on the 
logical communication links. There is only one physical 
connection to the station bus. Also the internal representation 
of the circuit breaker by the LN XCBR exists only once after 
the integration. Thus IEC 61850 supports the integration of 
functions without any impact of system operation. 

 

 
Figure 4.  Integrated IED with identical functionality  

 
C. Typical Features 

 
Typical features of IEC 61850 are listed below:  
   

C1. Interoperability:  
 

Different vendors are allowed to provide complete 
integration of monitoring, protection and control functions 
within one or two IEDs. 

 
C2. Free Configuration:  

 
Any possible number of substation protection and control 

functions can be integrated at bay level IED. 
 

C3. Simple Architecture:  
 

As the plenty of point-to-point copper wires are reduced 
to just simple Ethernet based communication links. Further, 
functional hierarchy architecture provides better 
communication performance for time critical applications. 

 
C4. Overall Cost Saving:  

 
The high-speed digital communication at process level 

allows replacing the traditional copper wiring using 
communication link, which could save a lot of effort and cost 
for substation automation system. 

 
D. IEC 61850 Communication 

 
IEC 61850 considers three kinds of communication 

between devices within the scope of a substation. Those are 
as follows:  
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D1. Vertical Communication: 

 
This kind of communication is between the protection, 

measurement and control devices (IEDs) and the plant 
supervision, SCADA and COM (Telecontrol gateway), 
based on the MMS protocol.  

 
D2. Horizontal Communication: 

 
This communication is over the station bus between IEDs 

for exchange of switch position and measurements, based on 
the multicast, destination-addressed GOOSE protocol 

 
D3. Inter IED Communication: 

 
This communication is between IEDs within a single bay, 

with hard real-time conditions, based on the SV (Sampled 
Values) multicast protocol, generally using a separate 
Process Bus due to the large traffic.  

The whole communication and the IEDs properties are 
configured by engineering tools, which generate the 
Substation Configuration Description i.e. SCD. 

 
 

E. IEC 61850 Communication Message Performance 
Requirement 

 
The performance of communication network is mainly 

decided by the end-to-end delay for time critical message 
transmission. The standard defines the delay duration as 
transfer time [11].  

As shown in Fig. 5, the complete transfer time t is 
specified as complete transmission time of a message 
including the handling at both ends (sender, receiver). IEC 
61850 Part-5 specifies the allowable message transmission 
delay requirements and approaches that could be used to 
study the SAS network performance. Fig. 6 shows the 
allowable ranges of transfer time classes for monitoring, 
protection and control applications within substation. 

The trip is the most important fast message in the 
substation. Therefore, this message has more demanding 
requirements compared to all other fast messages. Same 
performance may be requested for interlocking, intertrips and 
logic discrimination between protection functions. All other 
messages are important for the interaction of the automation 
system with the process but have less demanding 
requirements compared to the “trip”. The performance for 
automation functions are typically between the response time 
of operators (order of 1000 ms) and of protection (order of 
10 ms). 

 

 
Figure 5.  Definition of Transfer Time t  

 
Figure 6.  Transfer time classes for substation functions. 

 

 
IV. TEST BED TO ANALYZE COMMUNICATION 

ARCHITECTURE OF SUBSTATION AUTOMATION 
SYSTEM 

 
A. Introduction 

 
In order to validate the performance of the 

communication architecture of SAS, a set up was built in lab. 
The infrastructure was built using internally available 
devices and toolsets. The digital substation environment was 
built using real as well as simulated IEDs connected to each 
other using network switches. Typical substation architecture 
was replicated by using same number of IEDs (real and 
simulated) with intended functionality. The data 
communication among various IEDs was enabled to match 
to real life traffic on substation network. Internally developed 
toolsets were used to measure the bandwidth utilization and 
message transfer time at any point of time during fully 
operational scenario. The measured parameters were 
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analyzed to assess the performance of communication 
architecture and hence SAS. 

 
Figure 7.  Lab setup to analyze communication architecture of SAS  

Fig. 7 shows the test bed developed for above mentioned 
purpose. It comprises following: 

 
A1. Real IEDs (1, 2) 

 
A2. Computer: 

A computer with installed software library of simulated 
IED profiles that can generate any number of simulated IEDs 
with unique IP so that they can be part of substation network 
simultaneously. 

 
A3. The substation configuration manager tool: 

This is used for initial set up and engineering of 
substation IEDs. 

 
A4. Bandwidth Measurement Tool:  

Internally developed software tool to measure the 
bandwidth utilization at any point of time 

 
A5. Message Transfer Time Measurement Tool:  

Internally developed JAVA based tool that measures end 
to end delay between two communicating devices. 

All these devices and tool sets are connected to each 
other using network switch as shown. 

  
B. Communication Performance Analysis of SAS 

 
The initial substation setup was built with four devices 

that include two real IEDs and two simulated IEDs. All the 
devices were connected on 1Mbps network with STAR 
topology using Ethernet switch at the center as shown in Fig. 
8.  

 
Figure 8.  Communication architecture for basic substation configuration 

All the IEDs were configured as per their intended run 
time functionality. For example, real IED1 receives binary 
inputs from the external world.  Upon receiving the binary 
input, IED1 triggers GOOSE message to another real IED2. 
It also sends the same message to simulated IED as well. 
With fully functional setup, the tools captured the bandwidth 
utilization and transfer time for one of the messages on 
network.  

 
Figure 9.  Communication Performance Measurements for basic 

substation configuration  

As shown in Fig. 9 the bandwidth utilization is around 
115 KHz and message transfer time is 0.5 ms.  With this data 
we can conclude that the communication performance is 
within limits and satisfactory. 

 
Figure 10.  Communication architecture for substation setup 1  

The above experiment was repeated with increased 
number of devices i.e. 6 devices (2 real, 4 simulated) and 8 
devices (2 real, 6 simulated) in substation as shown in Fig. 
10, 11.  
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Figure 11.  Communication architecture for substation setup 2   

The Fig. 12 shows the comparative analysis of 
communication performance for three substation 
configurations. As we increase the number of devices on 
substation network, the bandwidth utilization increases.  The 
longer time bandwidth and delay measurements indicate 
whether a network is capable of providing the expected 
performance for SAS. Appropriate design steps can be taken 
if such measurements and analysis are available at planning 
stage of SAS and hence such test beds or experimental 
facilities that are closer to actual scenarios could be 
extremely useful. 

 
Figure 12.  Communication Performance measurements for all substation 

configurations  
 
C. Advantages of Experimental Setup 

 
While the use of experimental set up for analyzing 

communication performance of substation has been proven, 
the following advantages or use cases were identified from 
utility and consumer point of view. 

 
C1. Manpower Training:  

 
The IEC 61850 standard is not easy to understand for 

those who do not have expertise in substations automation 
systems. The understanding can be improved by trying out 
the IEC 61850 related concepts in practice. However this is 
not possible due to critical nature of substation operation. A 
test bed or experimental setup can be used to train engineers 
or customers on concepts of IEC 61850.  Beyond power 
systems, the set up can also help in enhancing the knowledge 
of computer networks, object oriented concepts pertaining to 
substation. 

 
C2. IED Evaluation:  

 
On many instances, utilities or customer feel the need to 

evaluate the IEDs before they could purchase them. They 
also need some level of confidence in terms of IEDs fitting 

the intended purpose. This can be achieved by using 
laboratory set-up of a digital simulator with an appropriate 
network and simulation capabilities to create real life 
operating scenarios. The IEDs could be subjected to specific 
conditions and their response can be measured and assessed. 
The assessment can be used for decision making of purchase 
of new IEDs.  

 
C3. IED Repair and Maintenance:   

 
The IEDs functional in substations could malfunction 

over a time and they need to be tested for possible failures. 
This can be accomplished by test bed wherein, the faulty 
IED can be removed from actual site and installed in a 
substation test environment and tested for intended 
functionality. The outcome from troubleshooting can be used 
to arrange for repairs. The repaired IED can again be tested 
in lab setup. Upon confirmation on performance, the repaired 
IED can be again installed in substation. The setup can also 
be useful in periodic maintenance of IEDs. 

 
C4. IED Retrofitting:  

 
The need to have an easy and quick way of evaluating 

IED operation for fast restoration of critical transmission 
lines, which can be accomplished by having permanently 
installed digital simulators at the substations located at two 
ends of the line (s). In this case, performing end-to-end tests 
by applying data at both relaying systems at the two-
transmission line ends simultaneously helps in carrying out 
the restoration procedures. 

 
C5. System Expansion Planning:  

 
There is growing demand for power and grid 

infrastructure upgrade to accommodate more and more 
functionality. This leads to cases, where utilities need to 
expand substation capabilities by adding new devices 
especially IEDs. The new devices add to heavy data traffic 
flow on substation network. There is a need to assess the 
performance of substation network in case of new devices as 
to whether the existing communication link is sufficient to 
handle increased traffic and whether the performance of 
existing as well as new devices degrades.  Therefore, issues 
related to system expansion need to be addressed during 
planning itself. This can be accomplished during planning 
phase with the help of substation experimental setup. 

 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
 
Efficient and reliable SAS requires successful 

implementation of underlying substation communication 
network. Use of simulators and software toolsets to assess 
the performance of substation communication network is 
known to utilities and academicians. Many open source and 
customized simulators tool sets have been mentioned in 
literature. However the simulators lack the accuracy of 
results and hence need to be used judiciously. This paper 
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took an experimental approach to the assessment of 
communication performance of digital substation, rather than 
adopting analytic or purely simulation techniques. A test bed 
was constructed from commercially available real as well as 
simulated IEDs at various hierarchical levels of substation 
architecture. The performance of communication architecture 
of substation was predicted based on the analysis of 
measurement parameters like bandwidth utilization and 
message transfer time. The test bed can be extremely useful 
while designing the substation architecture during planning 
stage as it assess the behavior of the communication system, 
evaluate configurations, predict failures and analyze the 
performance. 

The set-up can be helpful in evaluating IEDs before the 
purchase, troubleshooting miss-operation of an existing IED, 
testing of IEDs periodically, planning IED expansion etc. 
The set-up can be further used to train engineers and users on 
concepts of IEC 61850 based digital substation.  
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